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Highlights since last TPAC meeting

- OCIO Data Center move from Boyers to Manassas on track for August 1, 2021
- Trademark Modernization Act (TMA) development efforts continue on track
- Progress on decoupling architectures - implemented new microservices to remove MYUSPTO’s dependency to the on-premise TRAM database
- Cloud readiness and migration planning for Exam and Content Management Services completed
- Cloud migrations underway for various other products and components
- Continued progress with implementing infrastructure improvements to improve Agile delivery of software to production
Agile Infrastructure Improvements

**DevSecOps Pipelines** = faster deployments

**Blue/Green environments** = increased availability

Projecting completion of pipelines and blue/green environments for all components by Sep/Oct 2021

* Values within pie charts indicate the number of system components that are complete or are in progress.

** Four of the Trademark Exam components will not require Blue/Green environments.